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INTRODUCTION
Research has identified a gab in contemporary content
creation practices around content quality as well as other
variables such as content authenticity. To fill this gab, this
study proposes CARM, a Content Quality Assessment,
and Rewarding Mechanism. The proposed mechanism
includes:
• A novel Content Quality Assessment Framework (CQ

Score) to calculate a Content Quality Score.
• A system architecture and implementation based on

smart contracts, Ethereum and web3.js.

BACKGROUND
Blockchain represents a novel class of distributed systems
based on decentralization, tamper prevention, as well as
reward distribution.
• Identified benefits include the data ownership of a

wide range of assets such as tokens, artworks, bonds,
and, more specifically, high-quality content.

IMPLEMENTATION
The system makes use of 3 layers and architectural
patterns (System Architecture). The content quality
assessment mechanism is achieved through intelligent
contract functions and is implemented on top of the
Ethereum network. The logic of this layer is based on a
Content Quality Assessment Framework (CQ Score) and is
divided into four (4) key variables, defined as (1)
Correctness, (2) Completeness, (3) Authenticity, and (4)
Relevancy.

CONCLUSION
The implementation of CARM is a conceptual system
(POC). Future research and work will validate the
mechanism in larger environments to test the scalability
of the solution. Beyond this work, CARM is just one of
the many applications of blockchain-based frameworks.
The ability of smart contracts is enabling new frontiers
around incentivization and decentralization.
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